**RED ARROW – GRADE 3**

Distance: 1.5 km  
Time: 1 hour (return)  
Gradient: Short steep hills  
Quality of path: Formed track  
Quality of markings: Clearly sign posted  
Steps: Many steps  
Experience required: No experience required  

The Red Arrow circuit is classified as a Grade 3 Walking Track, it is steep in places, contains a number of steps and requires a general level of fitness. The track is clearly distinct, free of obstacles and sign posted accordingly.

**BLUE ARROW – GRADE 4**

Distance: 6 km  
Time: 5 hour (return)  
Gradient: Very steep  
Quality of path: Formed track, some obstacles  
Quality of markings: Sign posted  
Steps: Many steps  
Experience required: Some bushwalking experience recommended  

The Blue Arrow is classified as a Grade 4 Walking Track, and will require a moderate level of fitness and some bushwalking experience. The track contains numerous steps, obstacles such as tree roots and rocks are also common. Track signage is also present at all major intersections and where the track is indistinct.

**GREEN ARROW – GRADE 4**

Distance: 3 km  
Time: 1.5 hour (one direction)  
Gradient: Very steep  
Quality of path: Formed track, some obstacles  
Quality of markings: Sign posted  
Steps: Many steps  
Experience required: Some bushwalking experience recommended  

The Green Arrow is a Grade 4 Walking Track contains steep slopes, obstacles such as tree roots, rocks and fallen debris. The track is sign posted accordingly, some bushwalking experience would be recommended.

**For your safety**

- Carry adequate drinking water — water is not available along these tracks.  
- Wear sunscreen, a hat, protective clothing and sturdy footwear.  
- Carry a mobile phone.  
- Keep to the walking tracks at all times and obey safety signs.  
- Stay clear of cliffs and steep rock faces and take care on uneven slippery track surfaces, especially when wet.

**Caring for the Park**

- Stay on walking tracks at all times — this reduces the risk of injury, prevents disturbance to native vegetation and reduces erosion.  
- Please take rubbish with you when you leave the park and help by picking up rubbish left by others.  
- Leave your pets at home. Domestic animals are not permitted in conservation parks.  
- Do not chase, scare or feed animals.
It is a term and condition of use of this facility that the Council and its servants or agents accept no liability, of whatever description for any losses, injury or death, which may occur on this facility, however caused.